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A brief update of the latest news from Cascade Orienteering Club
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Nov News: 

 
St. Edward State Park
A rare in-meet cancellation
as winds exceeded 40 mph,

5 Keys to Safe Orienteering
The fast-moving windstorm that shook the trees of St
Edward Park just as our Nov 2nd event started was an
important reminder about safety, for event organizers as
well as participants. After a review of our event shutdown
procedure, we expanded our safety policy with decisions
about when, how, and under what conditions an event
should be cancelled. Here are five important safety
considerations when orienteering:

1. Update your emergency contact info. We call
this number before searching if you haven't
checked in at the end of a meet. Accurate contact
info in the pre-registration system means we have
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bringing down dead trees.
The COC board created and
implemented a formal
reimbursement policy for this
and any future canceled
meets.
All paid registrants who did
not complete a course will
get a free future meet. This
reimbursement is already
distributed to all eligible
registrants as volunteer
points. Even if you do not
have a pre-registration
account yet, your points are
automatically waiting for you
when you create one.

Ft. Steilacoom
At 370 starts, this meet was
our second-largest in the
past five years, with 79
orienteers on Course 7
alone--nearly 2 1/2 hours of
consecutive starts! To fix this,
we are now moving to one-
minute public start intervals
on Course 7 only.

WIOL Advanced
Training
On Nov 23, Eileen Breseman

it (legibly) every time you pre-register. Why not
update now?
 

2. Check for alerts before leaving home . If there
are any dangers known in advance that would
make a meet dangerous--high winds in a wooded
park, lightning, flooding, iced roads--we will send
out an alert by 10 PM the night before to 3
locations: email addresses of those who
preregister, the COC Facebook page, and the
COC Yahoo discussion group.
 

3. Use whistles. Not only should you carry a whistle
with you on every course, but you should be aware
of whistle blasts. A triple blast means to stop and
go to the source--an orienteer in distress or a
meet official shutting down the course.
 

4. ALWAYS download. Even if you didn't finish your
course, visit the download station--and make sure
others do too--so we know not to send a search
party into the woods for you when you are already
driving home!
 

5. Do not pick up the controls until asked. It may
seem helpful, but premature control pick-up results
in more participants spending more time
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On Nov 23, Eileen Breseman
and Peteris Ledins led a
training session for 30
juniors, focused on
Compass & Pace. Coming
up, Attack Points &
Relocation, and Contours.

Personal e-punches
Having your own e-punch
finger stick is an easy way to
speed through the
Registration line--just check-
in and go to Start. And if you
purchase an e-punch or
compass through Wildwood
Adventure Outfitters, they can
even bring it directly to the
next meet to save on
shipping costs. Questions?
Just ask.

wandering around in the woods. Wait for your
cue...

See you in the woods (but probably not with winds over
35 mph...)

Bob Forgrave
President, COC

Know your
control
descriptions?
Those pictograms next
to your control numbers
can help you find

N. SeaTac &
Putney Woods
Our 3rd and 4th WIOL
events are right around
the corner!
Sat, Dec 7 - WIOL/Winter
O' #3: North SeaTac Park 
Navigate 165 acres built
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Video of the month
Like the rest of us, even the
best orienteers sometimes
have an off-day . As you
watch this fun video of
navigational miscues at the
last world championship,
ask yourself, "What were they
thinking? What would have
helped?"

can help you find
controls faster, and
even orienteer
internationally. Think
you know them all? Try
this Sporcle O' quiz!

Create your
own courses
Purple Pen has been
around for a while (for
free), but a recent
update enables you to
draw your own
professional-looking
courses on any
graphics file, from a
JPEG to a PDF.
Combine with Bing or
Google maps for simple
school training courses!

on the site of old
neighborhoods
around the airport,
now replaced by woods,
fields, and trails.
Sat, Dec 21 -
WIOL/Winter O' #4:
Putney Woods  Enjoy the
ferry ride to Whidbey
Island and bring your
compass!  600 acres of
trails through fir and
hemlock.
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